
Title Level Requests

1. What is title level requests?
2. When is it needed?

3. How does it work in FOLIO?
4. So, now I know what it is and how it works now but how 

do we want it to work?
5. Discussion about requests at your libraries

One queue to rule them all



What is a title level request?
● Request for a title, not for a specific copy or volume
● Only works for titles with multiple copies
● Logic for which available copy the request gets placed on (same as pick up 

point or locally setup logic)
● If all copies are checked out, patron get’s the first returned copy



When is it needed?
● High demand titles with multiple copies
● First to place request, first to get copy

To not get into these discussions:

● “But my classmate placed their request after me! This isn’t fair!”
● “Why don’t I get my book? I can see that there’s an available copy on the 

shelf!” ← This actually happened when I was writing this in the Information desk

● “We bought additional copies and now I have to move all the requests, 
hnnnnnnghhh”

● “Why do we have four patrons in queue for this overdue copy when the other 
copies are on the shelf?”

● “What, FOLIO doesn’t have TLR? Then we’re not interested!”



How does it work in FOLIO? 
● Item level request = request on a specific copy
● If request happens in FOLIO, staff picks which copy

Well, how do you know which copy to pick? 

● If request happens in EDS, either 
a. Logic decides which copy request is placed on
b. Patron chooses copy



So, now I know what it is and how it works now but 
how do we want it to work?
tl;dr we want FOLIO to do the work, not the staff.

● True Title Level Requests

or

● UXPROD-1982; item level requests but the queues are moved around

The important stuff: To let our students and researchers get the books they want 
as soon as possible.





Discussion about requests at your libraries
How do you handle requests for titles with multiple copies?

How would you prefer to have it?


